
KITCHEN:

Spring Cleaning
Checklist

•Clean all the curtains.

•Move the frames from the wall (art, pictures,

mirrors) so you can clean them up and remove

dust.

•Wash all throw pillows and blankets

•Clean up the lamps

•Clean the space where you usually place a

plant in a special way (if possible take plants out

for a bit of fresh air in the meantime)

•Dust and polish furniture.

•Wash windows – inside and out

•Vacuum and shampoo carpets or rugs (mop if

necessary)

HALLWAY: •Clean the surface of your front door – inside

and out

•Clean the mirror or any art or picture frame on

this space

•Eliminate dust on any surface 

•Vacuum the entrance and wash the steeping

rug 



KITCHEN:

BATHROOM:

Spring Cleaning
Checklist

•Remove dust from decorative items

•Wash and replace hand towels or rugs

•Clean and disinfect the shower or tub

•Wash or replace shower curtains

•Clean the surface of the door- inside and out

•Wash the window- inside and out

•Clean out the pantry (make sure you eliminate

the expired process food)

•Wash kitchen cabinets 

•Wash your fridge inside and out.

•Move the fridge so you can mop behind it

•Clean the area near the stove (Countertop

elements, upper cabinets, etc.) in a special way

because it tends to get greasy from all the

cooking

•Organize the cleaning products under the sink

•Clean the sink 

•Wash the window- inside and out



BEDROOM:

Spring Cleaning
Checklist

•Clean the air conditioner (air purifier, fan, etc.)

they tend to get really dusty on the unseen

spots.

•Wash the curtains, rugs, personal towels, and

all the bedsheets.

•Wash the window- inside and out

•Put in the bottom of your drawer all the last

season clothes 

•Take that previous step as a moment to

evaluate all the clothes you haven’t used in the

last 6 months and let them go (donate, give it to

someone, or simply threw it away)

•Remove dust from all surfaces

•Clean the remote (of everything that has one)

•Clean your hair brushes 

•Clean the door- inside and out


